
APPLICATION NOTE

Do Not Specify C0 for pulling

C0 at Higher frequency

L1, C0, Q are indirect parameters affecting pulling.
Depending on design, process, and raw material, crystals with the same
C0 may exhibit different pulling characteristics. So, do Not Specify C0
for pulling.
Some crystal makers may use C1 for pulling control, this is acceptable.

At higher frequencies ( about > 100 MHz ), the impedance of C0
becomes very small, so Fr does not exist ( no zero phase shift ), and the
crystal behaves like a capacitor. Usually an external inductor is required
to null the C0, so that zero phase exist again.
In this case, specify: C0 = Vendor suggested value +/- 15%
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Pullability
If your application is PLL, VCO, FM etc. must specify either Ts (ppm/pF),

Fl 1-Fl 2, DF or C 1

Consider using Fs in these applications.
If your application is a simple oscillator, specify maximum Ts will give

you higher effective Q.

Temperature Characteristic AT Cut
For AT Cut, usually +/- 30 to 50 ppm over -10 to +60
Always refer to 25 degree C as 0 ppm

Frequency Deviation / ppm

Temperature Characteristic BT Cut
For BT cut usually over 200 ppm
Common habit is to refer to 25 degree C as 0 ppm
Consider seriously to allow +80ppm typical for 25 degree C

Overtone or Fundamental ?

Error Budget for Frequency Tolerances

Error Budget ( without VC ) for Frequency Tolerance

Factor 1 : The first most important information is :
What is your Total allowable Tolerance from the nominal
frequency ?

Factor 2 : Is the Crystal working in Fs or FL ( what is the CL ? )
This affects the Measurement error.

Factor 3 : Does the circuit require frequency pulling ?
( FM, PLL, VCXO etc. require frequency pulling )
This affect the Ts ( Trimming sensitivity ) of the crystal, hence,
measurement error and frequency change due to components
variations.

Factor 4 : Is there any frequency tuning device ( such as VC or VL )
in the circuit ?
Measurement error and components variations could be
tuned out during production.

Case A : The circuit does NOT have any tuning device, such as VC or VL
Note : Measurement error could be large !
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